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When we consider all of environmental history, it seems every time positive energy is 
extracted from positive energy people, those very same people are often excluded 
somehow where often the intensity of the exclusion varies with the magnitude of the 
compulsions.  Sometimes the positive energy is extracted from close proximal people as 
well in order to have impact on the perceived threat or infinite compulsions.   When 
exchange prioritization occurs, it creates obscure omerta negative energy charismatic 
management.   This results in more of the same positive feedback loop of negative 
energy with inflection point decline potential.  Compensation mechanisms cause more 
investment towards additional negative energy positive feedback loop potential, wars, 
violence cycles, Newton’s cycles**, assassinations, pollution, nuclear weapons, atomic 
power plants, tanks, nuclear submarines, and other frivolous irrationality, unreasonable 
expectations, and opportunity cost lost on positive energy allocation..  These 
detrimental impacting allocations of energy creates opposite of holistic and unrealistic 
expectations for our Natural health, humanity and the totality of our natural 
environment. 
 
When obscure omerta power extracts, excludes, and exchange prioritizes from positive 
energy people, illness, decline, disability, negative energy and violence is manufactured.  
Indirectly, this negative energy manufactures pollution, natural health decline, and 
environmental decline, risk of nuclear annihilation, atomic power plant pollution, war, 
assassinations, terrorism, and risk of ending our life support system on planet Earth.  
While these methods are occurring, manufactured crazy wacky races, wedge hedge 
investment strategies, relevancy switching, validity switching, personality switching, 
employee switching, and chess, casino, poker playing card monopoly occurs which 
overlooks priorities of Natural healthy living in a Natural healthy environment.  It may 
go back to the foundation of Byzantine influenced and later globalization employed 
government functioning like a vice versa of what government was supposed to be all 
about in the beginning.  Government likely would have adaptively evolved to be about 
enabling “the people” with positive energy, inspirational responsibility, mentoring, and 
positive energy charisma like an inspirational university professor or teacher does when 
helping people be inspired to learn about priorities in Nature, natural health, natural 
environment, and humanity.  Organizations became about obscure omerta charismatic 



management and control of people instead of inspirationally including the people.  
Government became knowingly or unknowingly an employee of globalization. 
Sometimes it functioned like a human resources role and other times it was used as a 
way to control people by building wedge hedge bow tie pollution judging spectrum 
investment “dirt files” with private and public reactionary adaptive planning enterprise 
systems and legally enabled political capitalist systems.  It became like an inverse 
negative energy investment strategy like proactive persecutorial employment violence 
if it was ever needed.  It is usually only needed when an employee asserts themselves, 
steps out of compliance, lacks obscure omerta ingratiation invisible hand ethic, wants 
to get credit for their ideas, they assert themselves by striving to stand up for people, 
themselves, the  Natural environment, families, humanity, communities, or any other 
aspect of positive energy.  Positive energy priorities were often less prioritized by 
globalization hierarchical structures.  Their favorite place to collect negative energy files 
was universities because it was more distal from globalization hierarchical structures.  
The party school epidemic was likely a similarity index functioning to Woodstock and 
Phish concerts in Limestone, ME, which represents a classic example of the quote 
“overtity is a diversion and distraction to obscurity” like the wedge hedge bow tie 
spectrum strategy in the globalization investment toolbox.   The wedge hedge bow tie 
investment strategy starts in schools early in kid’s lives with (A.D.S.R.R.B.A.P.C.J.) 
Alcohol, drugs, sex. Rock & roll, behavioral alteration, pollution, controversy, cumulative 
significant impacting obscure omerta management and judging without any attempt at 
positive energy problem solving. 
 
The above explanation can be made more simplistic as a wedge hedge Byzantine 
symbol similar to those seen in the 1940s during world war 2.   The symbol also 
represents a way to have universal control by central pivot power where each side of 
the symbol can be imagined as  hierarchical structures of organizations at the broad 
scale or people at the fine scale. 



Figure 1.  The obscure omerta power and control organizational chart creates absolute and complete domination 
over every subordinate organization and subordinate person for extraction, exclusion, and positive feedback 
potential exchange prioritization.  The structure itself is similar to a civil war era army in battle with those considered 
more expendable manufactured for positions with greater susceptibility to perturbation, environmental injustice, 
firing, exclusion, pollution, violence, elimination, increased risk, and increased chance of illness and stress.  Not 
shown is the moat of technology and computerized phone systems that offer extreme complexity confusion in the 
organization. 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
Figure 2.  The above represents inspirational and explorational natural healthy learning where natural healthy living 
experience and knowledge about any similarity niche role, needs inspired events, and unique diversity niche roles.  
This high relative freedom approach in the Earth Unidiversity-Earth Research Explorers Cycle allows Ecological 
Equilibrium Compensation Inspirational Incentive.  This perspective allows high relative priorities and increased 
chance of having inspired positive energy preparation from anyone inspired to learn about anything they choose.   
Ecogeorelative priority concerns are in greater need thus should be inspired in many ways through ecological 
equilibrium compensation and inspirational incentives.  It is up to each person not the controlling dominator.  More 
significantly important is to inspire mentoring and inspirational advising from positive energy, Natural health, desired 
future condition, and ecogeorelative EEC inspired knowledge instead of power, control, domination, and ability to 
irrationally manipulate budgetary boom and bust cycles.  We can have any number of similarity niche roles, unique 
diversity niche roles, and events at any relative percentage for highest relative freedom flexibility.  Highest relative 
freedom naturally creates positive energy natural healthiness.  Natural healthiness then proliferates and promulgates 
throughout our world similar to holistic inclusion.  If everyone is high relative healthiness, then the inextricable link 
cycle creates natural health in broader environments, communities, cyclic systematics that eventually leads to a 
desired future condition healthy world in all ways without end.  Our Naturally healthy environment and humanity 
give us natural health back as a cycle. 

 
 
 
 



 
Figure 3.  The above represents the investment strategy used to gain control over anyone on Earth that has 
been used as a globalization tool of choice when compulsions are infinite or a perceived threat exists to the 
status quo traditional definitions of success way things are globalization controlled world.  Wedge down 
represent control power, and domination from finance exception in the Finance, Investment Insurance, 
Investigation, Risk, Extraction, Exclusion, Exchange, Employment Securities Prioritization strategy.   Wedge up 
represents piston bully & pit bull control of workers including boom and bust survival zone at one end of the 
spectrum and manufactured ingratiation compliance and quid pro quo as a means to compete or hierarchically 
overtop a perceived threat to globalization domination.  Used mostly as an employment, investment, power, 
and  controlling domination tool, pollution is any manufactured controversial conditions, violence, alcohol, 
negative energy drugs, sex, rock &roll, behavior alteration, toxics & hazardous substances, negative energy ice 
bath experimentation, hostile environment, bioaccumulation, broad scale environmental pollution, fine scale 
pollution of food & drinks, and any other pre or post-employment violence.  Judging is perceptively perfect 
obscure omerta charismatic overtopping heckling, humiliation, and making out of context decisions to extract, 
exclude, and exchange prioritize another’s energy.  Judging manufactures environmental injustice, 
manufactured survival zones, non-inclusion, non-acceptance, intimidation, playing king, playing god, 
manipulation, monkey wrenching, obscure omerta and opposite of natural healthy reductionism with extreme 
micro management.  The overall graphic looks like a candle flame which represents holistic inclusion like a 
candle lighting ceremony*** functioning on Earth which is the best idea to integrate with the Earth 
Unidiversity-Earth Research Explorers Cycle.  (The text is the color of obscure omerta charismatic top of the 
hierarchical structures “money” and bottom of the hierarchical structures soldiers name tagged uniforms too.) 
 
*** Holistic inclusion was an idea I had while in New York City as people were washing car windshields for money in an exit 
ramp on the upper west side.  I was reminded of holistic inclusion when the Sacred Heart church had a candle lighting 
ceremony showing that a starting point of few candles creates a full church of lit candles in no time. 



Exchange prioritization also causes momentum building cumulative significant impact 
on the very same positive energy people that contributed all their positive energy to 
everyone, everything, everywhere resulting in the promotion of the most violent 
people in history.  Extraction, exchange, exclusion from the past 200 years or more 
continues to do violence as money and power continues the overtopping game playing 
obscure omerta violent rejection investment allocation as entrenchment investment, 
burying, burning, distraction, diversion, and conical scale diffusion.   The functioning 
continues while exchanging with obscure omerta globalization process and procedure 
manufactured charismatic management. 
 
We must believe in nothing but positive energy.   However, the negative energy obscure 
omerta violent game playing obscure omerta management on Earth keeps getting in 
the way of positive energy desired future condition striving.  We should not want to 
hurt anyone, anything, anywhere on Earth.  The  We-Me cycle is a plan to create Earth 
Unidiversity-Earth Research Explorers Cycle and Motion Energy Generation which will 
eliminate all the violence, pollution, wars, tanks, nuclear bombs, atomic energy, fossil 
fuel combustion, and negative energy in all ways on Earth forever.  We will eliminate all 
litigation, extremist political violence, process and procedure violence, judging, wedge 
hedge spectrum bow tie stretch rack war on people battlefields, out of context 
ignorance, obscure omerta extraction, obscure omerta exclusion and obscure omerta 
exchange prioritization. The opportunity cost lost on negative energy exchange 
prioritization has traditionally sent us into positive feedback loops throughout history.  
It is much better for all of us to work together and share our living experience on Earth, 
as each of us is an exploration no matter what the cumulative totality of “each of us”.   
 
About 20-30 years ago, I started contributing to a different perspective about sharing 
mainly because necessity is the motherhood of invention and my interest natural 
environment rationality while attending nature school.   Nature and humanity became 
my context.  Community Garden Share, Ride Sharing, Curriculum Share, Office Share 
(like a house of common), Motion Share, Car Share, Everything Share, Equipment Share, 
as well as catalyst ideas that led to eBay, Amazon etc., Google Maps, car customer data 
share, Aggies-list, Craigslist, Priceline etc., Zipcar, Car repair Data, Integrated Device 
(Geoid-ID), Information Cumulative Knowledge, were early version starting points prior 
to the desired future condition of adapting to cyclic systematic ecogeorelativity Earth 
Unidiversity-Earth Research Explorers Integration.  These early idea were about 
minimizing resource consumption and maximizing desired future condition for high 
relative freedom natural health for “each of us” and “all of us” together, everyone, 
everything, everywhere including all of our natural environment.  The Earth 
Unidiversity-Earth Research Explorers Cycle helps organization and ecogeorelative 



prioritization of everyone everything, everywhere on Earth.  This is so we can have 
billions of choices that can be ecogeorelatively associatively matched with “each of us” 
for our own natural health which positively benefits “all of us” together, everyone, 
everything, everywhere on Earth.   When we are the most naturally healthy, we are 
most likely to contribute the most positive energy towards desired future condition. 
Events and events roles are the cumulative totality of all potential experiences, choices, 
and explorational learning that contributes to our desired future condition Natural 
healthy living experience.  Examples of similarity niche role choices includes restoration 
roles, stone hut building, working together with Nature, building a tree house of 
commons, trail maintenance, cooking events,  community events, yurt movable 
campgrounds, forest tending, forest  slash cutting, maple syrup, hay bale collecting, 
community gardens, aquaculture, natural resource inventory, humanity people scoping, 
and community planning events. Unique diversity roles are anything that a person 
spends a lot of time learning or a traditional chosen role, unique positive energy 
contribution, idea, and/or creativity.  All choices will be made in any way imaginable 
including ecogeorelative associative matching, mentor advised, Natural health team 
advised, random, map exploration chosen, friend suggestions, people suggestions, 
needs suggestions, ecogeorelative need, and any communication or conversation. 

Figure 4.  The we-me cycle is an easy way to remember Earth Unidiversity-Earth Research Explorers cycle 
which is a simplistic representation of the continuous desired future condition striving cyclic systematic 
connection between “each of us” and “all of us together” everyone, everything, everywhere on Earth.  Every 
suitable and appropriate data, information, cumulative knowledge known about the cumulative totality of 
everything known will be available as an interactive active and passive people scoping exploration for 
living, exploring, restoring, and learning. 



 

 
Figure 5.  The above map shows the 2003 railroads (except Australia and New Zealand) that could adapted and 
transitioned into motion energy generation with the least energy inputs.  Motion energy generation is a way to 
turn all type of mobility and motion into motion energy generation in order to generate electricity to not only 
energize motion but to energize the cumulative totality demand of reasonable suitable and appropriate natural 
need for electricity.  It is an interesting coincidence that railroads are a natural corridor network for 
transportation and motion energy generation.  Motion energy generation will eliminate all pollution and 
pollution potential from fission and fossil fuels.  We should work together as a humanity to plan the inspiring 
nature and inspiring humanity positive energy generation and natural health potential from all the dreams 
needs, and imaginations of all people as a collaborative holistic inclusion unification effort on Earth. 
 
 

Motion energy generation will eliminate the need for fossil fuels, resource extraction, 
employment hazards, exposure to toxics, and exposure to hazardous substances, elimi-
nate all pollution from combustion and fission, and eliminate all the bioaccumulation of 
pollution that leads to natural health problems in people and our natural environment. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



We must end all negative energy pollution, atomic globalization industrial militarism, 
and atomic power forever starting today by ecogeorelative prioritizing needs of 
necessary power only.  At the same time, we can focus on working together restoring 
our planet, holistic inclusion, natural environment, our humanity, and our natural 
health.  Creating Universal Food Web Chains Coordinated would be a great example of 
a restoration effort that we would all be able to contribute.  It is likely the most 
naturally healthy thing we can do for all of us on Earth.   It will be the most Positive 
Energy Generation experience for everyone as we transition to Motion Energy 
Generation by focusing on our desired future condition. 
 

Figure 6.  Universal Food-web chains Coordinated is a way to understand area decisions assessment planning and tracking 
so everyone on earth can get involved in their own health and the health of everyone at the same time consistent with the 
We-Me cycle.  It is a way for people to continuously ask questions with active and passive people scoping as they monitor 
their own nutrition and broad scale (Ecogeo) cyclic systematics or ecological and geographical concerns from fine scale to 
broad scale.  It is one of the best examples of how Earth Unidiversity-Earth Research Explorers Cycle allows “each of us” to 
contribute to “all of us” everyone, everything, everywhere on Earth.  It also creates 7 billion redundancies so we minimize 
missing anyone, anything, anywhere and so data, information, cumulative knowledge is accurate and precise as it can be 
especially if it involves natural health, natural environment, Be Aware concerns and holistic positive energy. 

 



All these ideas combined with all contributions in Earth Unidiversity-Earth Research Ex-
plorers Cycle will be planned by each “one of us” and “all of us” together everyone, 
with the most (D.I.C.K.) Data, Information, Cumulative Knowledge about everything 
everywhere on Earth.  This planning effort will unite us as a harmonious humanity at 
the broader scales and cyclic systematics and any and every community aggregation in 
your adaptive continual natural health striving desired future condition life.  We will be 
able to eliminate all violence, all pollution, all wars,  all negative energy, all preventable 
illness, all preventable suffering, most opportunity cost lost on process, positive feed-
back loop potential, excess resource extraction, environmental degradation, and de-
cline conditions on planet Earth. 
 
 
 


